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Overview



The Electronic Health Record (EHR) is a longitudinal 
electronic record of patient health information generated 
by one or more encounters in any care delivery setting.
Included in this information are patient demographics, 
progress notes, problems, medications, vital signs, past 
medical history, immunizations, laboratory data and 
radiology reports. 
The EHR automates and streamlines the clinician's 
workflow. 
(HealthIT.gov, 2014)

EHR/EPR – What is it? 



Widespread adoption and meaningful use of health
information technology (HIT), electronic health records 
(EHR) in particular, will play a pivotal role in enabling 
transformative changes in the US [and other countries]
healthcare system in order to achieve broader quality 
improvement and cost containment goals.
(Blumenthal & Tavenner, 2010)

EHR/EPR – Advantages in general



 Approximately 50,000 full-time nursing positions have 
been eliminated in the hospitals of Germany since 1996 
(Isfort, 2010)

 The work condenses thereby losing its quality… 
(Bartholomeyczik, 2007)

 The nursing staff performance-burden indicator has 
increased dramatically in recent years by about 25% 
(Isfort, 2010)

EHR/EPR – Why should nurses use it too?

Quality improvement and cost containment?



 A classification is an organisational system based on the 
principle of class formation. A classification structure is a listing 
of terms or concepts represented in a hierarchical structure.

 The sorting of different nursing phenomena or concepts in 
groups, classes, categories (resulting from the organisation
according to criteria and types of features), can be called a 
nursing classification.

EHR/EPR – Why should nurses use it too?

1:10 Germany

Patient – Nursing staff relation

www.rn4cast.eu



If the proportion of nursing in the products of a hospital
are not adequately demonstrated both on the cost and on
the proceed side, the incentive for hospitals might be to
go straight here for savings, regardless of the
consequences …
(Bartholomeyczik, 2007)

EHR/EPR – Why should nurses use it too?

EHR/EPR = Solution?



EHR/EPR – Why should nurses use it too?

A number of studies have demonstrated the benefits 
nurses receive when electronic health record (EHR) 
systems are put in place by hospitals. 

Generally, such systems improve 
 nursing documentation
 work coordination
 patient safety
 reduce medication errors
 and make nurses feel more satisfied with their work 

environments (Kutney-Lee & Kelly, 2011)



EHR/EPR plus Nursing – Aims in general

National

Nursing
management

Nursing practice

 Basis for policy decisions

 Shifts in the perfomance spectrum

 Support/funding of Outcome research and EBN

 Just and reasonable personal management

 Data for risk management

 Data for quality management and marketing 

 Data für outcome measure

 Simplified and more correct nursing 
documentation

 Support for decision-making

 Systematic documentation of patient status 
over time

 Support of process, information and 
communication flow



Support for decision-making

Meaningful supportive links between data entry and nursing 
classification

Proposition of literature-based interventions relevant to 
nursing diagnosis

Plausible references

Support of the ability to locate nursing diagnosis by indexing
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EHR/EPR – Requests/aims for nursing practice



Utilization of the data for quality management

Automated patient transition report from the file

Support of case-based evaluation and outcome measurement
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Departmental filter functions9

EHR/EPR – Requests and aims for nursing practice



Quality indicators (e.g. pressure ulcer, falls ...) 

Qualitiy evaluation through benchmark and quality parameters

Data for the evaluation of personal utilization

Data for the calculation of case costs/revenue statistics

Support of risk management reporting systems
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Promoting the quality of documentation

Increasing efficiency in documentation

Optimization of the caring and treatment process through systematic 
data usage
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EHR/EPR - Aims for nursing management



EHR/ENP Nursing process

Controlled vocabulary

Next question – Implementation?

System of terms, involving, e.g., definitions, hierarchical 
structure, and cross-references, that is used to index and 
retrieve a body of literature in a bibliographic, factual, or 
other database. (NICHSR, 2008)



EHR/ENP Nursing process

Nursing classification system

Next question – Implementation?



Example for a potential solution



Example for a potential solution



Example for a potential solution



Thank you for your attention


